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QUESTION 1
For which two reasons would Partitioned Primary Index (PPI) be considered on a table? (Choose two.)
A. to eliminate ranges of data values from a query and thereby reduce scan time
B. to reduce response time by placing all data in the same partition on the same AMP
C. to reduce the amount of I/O needed to process queries
D. to reduce the number of columns in a table to those needed by most queries
Answer: A,C
QUESTION 2
How is system availability guaranteed, if a node fails in a MPP environment with multi-node cliques?
A. The AMPs on the failed node migrate to the other nodes in the clique.
B. The remaining nodes migrate to an alternate clique.
C. The RAID groups owned by the AMPs on the failing nodes are shut down.
D. The RAID groups owned by the AMPs on the failing nodes migrate to AMPs already running on the
remaining nodes in the clique.
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
On the subject of FastLoad, which two statements are correct? (Choose two.)
A. no journaling
B. can maintain NUSIs but not USIs
C. no secondary indexes on the target table
D. loads duplicate rows into a multiset table
Answer: A,C
QUESTION 4
Which of the following applies to Non-Partitioned Primary Index (NPPI) tables when determining the size
of a row in Teradata? (Choose two.)
A. two bytes for variable length accommodation
B. eight bytes per row for the rowid
C. two bytes per row for row length
D. one byte per column for compression
E. four bytes for the primary index
Answer: B,C
QUESTION 5
Which two statements referring to a dimensional data model are correct? (Choose two.)
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